Higher cumulants of conserved charges are sensitive observables of quantum chromodynamics phase transitions. The sample of mixed events provides a background to estimate non-critical effects of cumulants. Four possible methods for constructing the sample of mixed events are suggested. The effectiveness of each method is examined. It is showed that the method of most random or least constrain is the best, rather than the conventional method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Higher cumulants of conserved charges are suggested sensitive observables of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) phase transitions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . They draw much of our attention in relativistic heavy-ion collisions (RHIC) [8, 9] . Their non-monotonic dependence of incident energy has been observed at the RHIC beam energy scan (BES I) and has been considered as a potential signal of the critical point (CP) [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
As we know, there are non-critical fluctuations in higher cumulants. Numerous efforts have been made in subtracting non-critical effects [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Critical fluctuations come from inner correlations between particles of an event, where the correlation length is divergent. Non-critical fluctuations have two kinds of sources. One is caused by conventional mechanisms, such as resonance decay, collective flow, global conservation of energy, momentum, and charges and so on. The length of these conventional correlations is finite and fixed. Their fluctuations are usually small in comparison to critical fluctuations, and result in a constant shift in cumulants [22] .
Another source of non-critical fluctuations is global and systematic effects, such as statistical fluctuations due to insufficient number of particles [17, 18] , initial size fluctuations for different impact parameters [22] , centrality bin width [21] , detection efficiency and experimental acceptance cuts [19, 20] . These global and systematic effects are independent of inner correlations between particles of an event.
In order to deduct one of these global and systematic effects, usually a specified scheme of correction is suggested. For example, statistical fluctuations are estimated by Poisson distribution [16, 17] . To deduct the influence of centrality bin width, a well known scheme, centrality bin width correction (CBWC), is proposed [21] . * wuyf@mail.ccnu.edu.cn
In order to subtract the influence of detection efficiency, a complex formula which connects the true cumulant to the actually measured cumulant is introduced [20] .
For a real data sample, all those global and systematic effects are involved. It is difficult to subtract one of them.
A good scheme of subtraction should take all of them together into account. The sample of mixed events just provides a background of such [18, 24, 25] .
Conventionally, the particles of a mixed event are randomly selected from different events [18, 24, 25] . Meanwhile, it requires that the total multiplicity distribution of mixed events keeps consistent with that of the original sample. So that the global and systematic feature of the original sample retains in the sample of mixed events.
In relativistic heavy ion collisions, the idea of mixed events has been applied to various measurements, such as, two-particles correlations [26] , the ratio of particle production [27] , transverse momentum spectrum [28] , elliptic flow [29, 30] , and so on. The method of mixed events changes with observable.
For example, two-particle rapidity correlations, what concern is rapidity positions of particles of an event. The method of mixed events is to replace true rapidity positions of all particles of an event by those chosen randomly from different events [26] . While, for cumulants of conserved charges, what concern is the number of charged particles of an event. So the task of mixed events is to turn off inner correlations between charged particles of an event, and the correlation of charged particles with its associated event. To full fill these requirements, there are numbers of methods in constructing mixed event.
In this paper, we provide four possible methods in section II. Then, in section III, we exam the effectiveness of each method. It is showed that the most random or least constrain method is the best, rather than the conventional method. A brief summary is presented in section IV. 
Where the average is over the whole event sample. N c = N c − N c . N c is the number of particles with conserved charges. In general, conserved charge refers to baryon, strangeness, or electric charge. In this paper, we restrict the conserved charge to baryon, or strangeness only. The total number of particles of an event is electric charged, i.e, N ch , multiplicity.
In Eq. ( (1)), N c is associated with event. For a given event, N c charged particles correlate with each other and with other non-charged N ch − N c particles. The distribution of N c well present this kind of correlation. Higher cumulants of charged particles measure all these correlations. For a mixed event, all these correlations has to be removed. Meanwhile, global characters of mixed events should retain, i.e., the distribution of N ch , and the N c should keep consistent with those of the original sample.
To keep the multiplicity distribution, we simply take event multiplicity N ch from the original sample. Conventionally, each particle of a mixed event is randomly taken from N ch different events [18, 24, 25] . There are two possible ways to take N ch particles from different events. For the Method-I, we can select randomly N ch events from the original sample, and take one particle from each selected event.
In this case, each particle of a mixed event comes from different events and has no correlation with others. The distribution of charged particles N c of mixed sample is,
(2) Where, the probability of getting a charged particle in the ith original event is,
and the probability of getting a non-charged particle in the jth original event is,
Here, for the ith event, In this Method-I, one particle in the original sample may be used twice, or more. In order to avoid repeating, the used particle can be taken away from the original sample. In the case (labelled as Method-II), the probability of getting a charged particle from the ith original event, i.e., Eq. (2) becomes,
and the probability of getting a non-charged particle from the jth original event is,
Here, for the ith given event, In fact, if the original sample is large enough, the number of particles from all events can be considered to be infinitely large. We can put all of them into a pool. Then randomly take N ch particles from the pool. These N ch particles are approximated from different events and have no correlations with each other. In the case (labelled as Method-III), the distribution of charged particles of mixed sample is,
Where,
and so is
Where the probability of taking a charged particle from the pool is a constant, and independent of distributions of original charged particles and multiplicity. If the statistics of the original sample is large enough, N c of the mixed sample should be approximately consistent with that of the original sample.
If we require that each particle in the pool appears once in the mixed events, then used particles should not be put back into the pool again. In the case (labelled as Method-IV), the probability of charged particles of mixed sample, i.e., Eq. (8) or Eq. (9) will change with used particles, and N c of mixed sample should be exactly identical with that of the original sample.
Obviously, Methods-II and Method-VI are more restrictive in comparison to Methods-I and Method-III. Whether such a restriction is necessary at current statistics is not clear and should be examined. Method-III is more random or the least constrain and simple than the conventional method-I, although it is not obvious whether the Method-III is effective. So we will examine each of them in the following.
III. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FOUR METHODS
Multiplicity of mixed sample for above four methods is directly taken from the original sample. So the multiplicity distribution is well preserved. The remaining concerns are N c of mixed sample, the correlation of N c and its associated mixed event, the influence of the original distribution of N c , and the statistics required for each of methods. We will first examine the N c of four mixed samples at current statistics.
A.
Nc of four mixed samples
As described in the above section, total numbers of N c of mixed Sample-II and Sample-IV are exactly identical with that of the original sample. The approximation only appears in mixed Sample-I and Sample-III, and depends on the total number of events and multiplicity. To see N c in four mixed samples, we make a simple model simulation, where multiplicity and charged particles are both produced by a Poisson distribution. The mean of multiplicity is 100, which is in the range of the RHIC BES plan. The mixed sample is constructed respectively by four methods mentioned above. The total number of events is one million, the lowest statistics at the RHIC BES I.
N c of the original sample, and four mixed samples are presented in Table I . N c of the original sample is 20. N c for mixed sample-II and sample-IV are expected, exactly identical with that of the original sample. Within statistical error, N c of mixed sample-I and sample-III are also identical with that of the original sample. So for the statistics at the RHIC BES I or II, N c of mixed samples given by four mixed methods are all consistent with that of the original sample. In order to check the correlation between N c and its associated event, we designed a toy model. In the model, the original event is labelled by a sequence number N e . N e is related linearly to the number of charged particles N Then, using the above mentioned four methods, we can produce corresponding mixed samples. For each mixed sample, we calculate the correlation coefficient of N 
Distributions of original multiplicity for these two cases are still δ(100) distribution,this implies that N ch can only be 100. Using four methods mentioned above, mixed samples for two cases are constructed.
Statistics dependences of κσ 2 of mixed samples given by Method-I and Method-III are presented in Fig. 1(a)  and (b) . Where open black squares and solid red points are presented for Poisson distribution and two-δ functions as the original distributions of N c . The blue horizontal line is the expectation of analytic calculation.
In order to keep the consistent of statistical errors for different statistics, we let the total number of events be 10 6 and the same for all points. Where the mean is over a given statistics in horizontal coordinates, and over the sub-samples with the same statistics, as suggested in ref. [15, 16] . For the mixed Method-I, at low statistics, solid red points in Fig. 1(a) deviate from open black squares, and are much smaller than expectation, i.e., the blue line. When statistics are larger than 10 5 , for a given statistics, solid red point and open black square overlap within error, and approach the blue line within error. So when statistics are not large enough, the original distribution of N c still influences the κσ 2 of the mixed sample. This is understandable. As showed in Eq (2), Eq (3), and Eq (4), the probability of getting a particle with conserved charge from the ith original event is determined by the original distribution of N c . So via each particle which is selected from an original event, the original distribution of N i c , i.e., P o (N c ), influences the distribution of N c of the mixed sample.
While, for the mixed Method-III, solid red point well overlap with black open square at every statistics, as showed in Fig. 1(b) . So even at the lowest statistics, 10 3 , κσ 2 of the mixed sample is independent of the original distribution of N c . In this method, the probability of getting a particle with conserved charge from the pool is independent of the original distribution of N c , as showed in Eq. (7), Eq. (8), and Eq. (9), where P o (N c ) has no chance to appear. The information of the distribution of original N c is completely lost in a mixed event.
The statistical dependences of κσ 2 of mixed sample-II and sample-IV are not presented, and similar to Fig. 1(a) and (b) , respectively. This shows again that the Method-II and Method-IV are unnecessary. It is trivial to require each particle in the original sample to appear only once in a mixed sample. The randomness, or forgetting concerning correlations of the original event, is essential in constructing a mixed event. Therefore, the Method-III is the best among four methods.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, we study the effectiveness of four possible methods for constructing the sample of mixed events. Four methods are all equally good in removing the correlation between the number of charged particles and its associated event, and preserving the global and systematic characters of the original sample, such as the mean of charged particles, and multiplicity distribution. Differences among four methods are in eliminating the influence of the original distribution of N c .
For conventional Method-I, i.e., each particle of mixed event is randomly taken from different original events, it shows that cumulants of the mixed sample is still influenced by the original distribution of N c at low statistics. The influence becomes negligible only at high statistics.
For the Method-III, all particles of the original events are put into a pool, and each particle of the mixed event is randomly taken from the pool. Obviously, this method is the least constrain and more random. It shows in this case that cumulants of the mixed sample is free from the influence of the original distribution of N c at even very low statistics.
For the Methods II and Method-IV, an additional requirement is that original particles appear only once in the mixed sample. This requirement is trivial and unnecessary. Therefore, Method-III is the most random or least constrain, and is the best, rather than the conventional Method-I, or Methods-II and Method-IV.
The mixed sample provides a good estimation for global and systematic non-critical effects in higher cumulants of conserved charges, such as, the statistical fluctuations, initial size fluctuations, centrality bin width corrections (CBWC), detection efficiency, and experimental acceptance cuts. Some of them are demonstrated in a coming paper ref. [31] .
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